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best friend, welcome, good to see you again. 
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Thank you, it is good to be with you a game there are many questions that you wish to answer 

as you know the time a difficulty and the explanations are so difficult to say and to understand 

concepts you must bear with us as we try to varying what we hope will be helpful and then the 

show we can show you and guide you, there are limitations as to our in to fearing with Earth 

energies into reacting with in their frame work, we can reach the consciousness and bring this 

awareness to you the restriction that we in oppose a B cause of the knowledge of the actions 

and inner reactions and the natural unfolding of the processes are a self in opposed restriction 

be all of the knowledge that we have a gain and be a cause of the numerous inner reactions 

that can occur are the cause of our aside in 
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fluences. Do you understand what we are saying our help for you in the previous section, it 

was to show how you can control the energy within your energy field and relate to energies in 

other energy fields 
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for us a two in two year with a another energy field and in pose as it were our will without the 

conscious awareness of the individual would be of no purpose in the development of the 

consciousness the conscious awareness of the inner exchanges is what is beneficial, not the 

to change without the consciousness grasping what the change resulted in. We allowed the 

energy to be expressed through this channel. So there To be an understanding the energies 

within but we did not in to fear their mode as it were of expression was a re a channel. And so, 

there was a no in ference the energy are in the in attack the the energies are the same one 

could say as before they were expressed through this energy field and much of your psychic 

inner reaching inner exchanges between and dividuals are is on this level, it is the inner 

reactions between the energies or the aspects when one is in touch with one's own energy and 

understands of them and then one can reach out well, there is the constant inner exchange 

between these aspects in your daily life that you do not recognize it and this is where the one It 

feels pleasant or unpleasant, agrees or disagrees when one becomes fully aware of the 

energies and that these energies are expressing themselves in your reality, through thoughts, 



you express and communicate on the level of conversation. And so, the understanding when 

you relate to another individual is based on the words and when we're when only the words are 

used, there are misunderstandings that occur because of the various uses of certain words 

and their different meanings in the context that they are used. And when one understands is 

then one can hear one's self speaking and confirmation are in discord with a nother exchange 

with an entity and then can recognize that it is the verbal exchange that has the prop ora T 
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and if one can understand it is and read these the concepts in fall and can enter in to the pure 

energy within their their aspect, then they it can then communicate with a another's aspects 

and when one has reached this level, then one would communicate with with one's pure 

energy and then could do with the concepts flowing from that aspect and not identify there 

would be no need, then for the individual to confirm or deny the verbal exchange coming from 

the aspect. One would know that the verbal exchange was concepts and was a form of 

expression and not the true energy and one could allow the flow verbally from the other energy 

the other aspect and could deal then deal being free of concepts could reach in and 

understand the motives and the reasons for the expression coming from The aspect on a and 

not they would not become involved with trying to have to identify in identifying with whatever 

concepts were flowing from the entirety. And then one then being free could have entered in 

and go beyond the concepts flowing from the aspect and reach the pure energy of the aspect 

and there would be then the inner communication as one stood and allowed, as we use the 

example of the child energy flowing to a another individual and in are reacting on that other 

level, there would then be a trust, that would be a word to use, there would be an inner 

relationship established between the two individuals, it would be a flowing then and the inner 

energy, one could say the aspects would be would begin to trust because they would be 

receiving the pure energy flow from the other individual and would not be then engaged in the 

verbal of battles of what is right or wrong, but would then be in tune with the pure flow of the 

energy and the this being recognized, the pure energy would then began as it were to come 

forth up through the emotional concept concepts, that an individual aspect would be confused 

and working through. And then would be the process of one allowing the concepts which hold 

them in, in their the prison to be released rather than one identifying that the concepts are 

them selves, and the concepts is what they themselves are. And so, this inner workings, then 

goes in to other Lariat areas and it is as one 
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can be come and recognize when an individual when one sees an individual who has reacted 

in a certain way, whether it be through in dealing with your criminally insane are people who 

are new Roddick in that sense, when one can recognize that is all that they see in other 

entities is possible and the pope tential is within them selves. Now, as we said you see this is 

in a positive way as well as in a negative way when one identifies our witnesses and an 



accomplishment of great spiritual expression through an entity that this is achieved through the 

aspects of that of the religious nature. And one can see this in the individual then one has the 

capability and the what it is is the energy within them, reaches out and recognizes the energy 

of the great spiritual leader. When no one readily identifies with this and recognizes the god 

force within each individual, one sees the artistic abilities of individuals and can say this is true, 

this is beautiful, this is tremendous, this is a creative and within them as selves, they could 

direct the attention and develop the same aspect within themselves, if they so directed their 

attention, at the expense as it were of the other aspects. And so, one excels in a which aspect 

they choose to direct the attention on. However, then man seems to draw the line and will not 

accept the the same expression of aspects on the negative side, one can see the god aspect 

in a human in another human, but one looking at the criminal will not accept the same aspects 

within themselves and that automatically sets up a rejection, our aim non flowing of the energy 

within them reaching out to the aspect within that individual. So, there is the resistance or the 

the nine of it. So, then, the 
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energy that is being denied the aspect and the other individual being denied, recognizes the 

projection of the Nile in the other energy and so, there then the is the conflict that ensues. So, 

it is only when the individual can recognize that within their energy field, all of the aspects that 

have expressed themselves all of the aspects that are in your knowledge of reality, are 

capable of expressing them selves through every energy for they are a part of the heritage 

One could say and as the energy has evolved in the physical, so, the mind and the energies 

expressing the total ness of man has evolved and within it are the aspects of the Christ 

consciousness and the Hitler consciousness and they are subdued and played and vary 

according as we said, to the energies taking place. Within as each is is the creativity of birth 

itself and the creativity of your reality is in motion and as the consciousness it is witness to that 

which takes place, but when an entity stands would would say when one aspect would say 

that, when one aspect would say I am good and project that aspect in the his brother is evil 

and would deny that they energy residing. Somewhere in the energy field is connected to that 

energy which is in his brother. He when he denies this, then that energy which is within him 

itself is suppressed and it will The expressed then, on a nother area, it will express itself in a 

another area. If if he, if he, if one denies we would say then that there is destructiveness within 

himself and that he would be in capable of being destructive and and criticizes the 

destructiveness occurring, then in and a moment of, of an awareness and you call this your 

subconscious, one may find oneself all of a sudden experiencing a destructiveness with a 

material objects around oneself or within one's own physical body. And then one would say 

that one had an accident, if one would say, that of his brother, that destroyed a another human 

being, and we are speaking now of extremes, that we are speaking of the denial, that the 

possibilities of all that you are aware of exist within the self, we are not saying that, they are 



going to express themselves, we are saying that when one recognizes them, then and only 

then can the higher consciousness bring them in, and there is a controlled, and as one 
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recognizes that the potentials are there, and when one sees destruction, it being expressed in 

another entity, and one can recognize that this destruction is in deed, the energies of aspects 

on the earth plane, and the I really can relate to that energy and I do not deny that energy and 

I can reach out to this energy with an understanding and then, through this understanding, this 

energy of a destructive which appears and has been classified and called a destructive nature 

can then be changed or channeled in to a constructed and it would then be that one a tears 

down and old building to erect a new building upon it. And one could say, then, it would be a 

matter of saying, one must destroy the old to produce the the new and we realize that it is a 

subject, subject of aspects can become very complicated and, and in dealing and working to 

gather with other in entities and to recognize what is in aside one's own energy, the energies 

them selves, and the concepts that have possessed these energies and the energies now, or 

working on the levels of concepts as to what they are supposed are supposed to literally not to 

do in projecting them themselves. So, if you would say that if you removed all concepts that 

you could retain the knowledge to retain the knowledge of concepts and theories is a different 

matter than being possessed with concepts, we religious concepts are concepts on how as a 

society should be concepts on how a child should function, there is no end to the various kind 

sets as to how one should function or do anything in the physical reality. So, the knowledge of 

the various concepts and pose session one could say, of various concepts is a totally different 

thing. And when one can retain the knowledge of the concepts without the possession, then 

one can get in touch with the pure with the energies, and then enter we act in the reality of the 

physical plane, without the identifying and can interact with a murder over on the same level as 

it he inner reacts with a saint. And one of the features of the Christ Consciousness was the 

ability to associate and inner we act 
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with other energies who were working on whose aspects were in the control of the 

consciousness, the Christ Consciousness could enter react with those who were call centers 

and those who were called saints, those who were classified as ignorant and those who were 

classified as an intelligence or because he reached beyond the concepts and so, in a way 

acted with these individuals, he In other words, dealt with the aspects with no manner or way 

of being a judge mental, because he recognized that before the freedom of removing the 

consciousness from the control of the aspects, he or was under that same inner reactions of 

the aspects, and that at any time, so long as the consciousness resided in the physical body 

was the possibility of the relapse in to the aspects as one is religious one moment and then 

can relapse in to a non religious state the next moment, the ever conscious vigilance is what 

the Christ Consciousness spoke of, in the ever conscious guard, as long as the consciousness 



was in the physical body of falling in to the the various aspects through the inner reactions. So, 

then, this would you could relate to this, as the as you see individuals on the earth plane, who 

have gained control of many, many of the continents ceps and their aspects and they can they 

have the ability to enter react with other individuals, who you call you say are on a various 

levels of consciousness or let various levels of the, the aspects and they These are people 

who can deal with the criminal and also as we said, with the safe and inner we act and those 

who have not gained the ability those who have the ability to work with only people on certain 

intelligence levels and become very discouraged, are judgmental, if they enter have to enter 

react with someone who One could say is not well educated. Then one could see there were 

they were being dominated by aspects of certain natures and could not enter react and they 

are denying The the education of some of their own aspects, when one is well versed in a 

certain subject One could say on the earth plane, and it can has no patience with other 

individuals who are not versed in the same aspects as they are denying 
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that in their own within their own aspects, there are areas that have never been developed, 

and they are, are are, their energy is being directed towards support of certain aspects at the 

expense, one could say are the non development of the other aspects and when this is done, 

the aspects that are being the not on the conscious level, produce all manner of difficulties on 

other levels of consciousness and even within them the physical body through a disease and 

through emotional levels. So, one could say that then one becoming aware of this would be 

working then on the inner flow the the aspects within them selves and seek to develop and to 

recognize and acknowledge all of the aspects within them selves. Does this help to clarify 

some of your questions on the subject of our as specs 
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are extremely useful to me if I'm hearing correctly. Well, we are on the physical plane and 

finding ourselves attached to a physical body that the, the positive negative duality will 

continue to be part of our reality and can only be controlled through constant vigilance. This 

was put in fire see, there are many many people on earth. Now increasing numbers of them 

who are on what is commonly called path of higher consciousness devoting themselves to 

higher consciousness instead of trying to follow dogma of any kind. And one of the concepts 

they bring forward is the power of thoughts and then they discuss the power of positive 

thinking. So that our practice is to think only in positive terms. Can you relate that to what we 

have just discussed 
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the thinking of positive terms, our re placing 


